POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji, January 30, 2018
Magha 10,1939

A power shutdown has been arranged on January 31, 2018 at 11 KV feeder / DTC between 8.30 a.m. to 4.00 p.m. The areas affected are Molem Bhat, Aqem, Tabrawaddo, Muddawaddo, Barroswaddo at saligao and surrounding areas.

A power shutdown has been arranged on January 31, 2018 at 11 KV Parra feeder from Mapusa Sub Station between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Verla – Canca, Khalapwaddo, Fretaiswaddo, Naikawaddo, Fondac waddo, Sonarwaddo, Verla, Lobowaddo Parra and surrounding areas.